SUPPORT EVERY CHILD ON THEIR READING JOURNEY FROM PHONICS TO FLUENCY

**PHONICS FOR LETTERS AND SOUNDS**
- 60 decodable readers fully aligned to Letters and Sounds for a secure start to reading

**PHONICS PRACTICE**
- 72 phonic-based readers for further practice and development

**GUIDED AND INDEPENDENT READING**
- Over 700 high-quality banded readers for the whole school covering a wealth of genres and topics.
- Non-Fiction includes information texts, biographies and reports covering science, geography and history.
- Fiction includes classics, Shakespeare retellings, poetry and traditional tales to support English.

**PHONICS PROGRESS**
- 24 phonic-based readers at an introductory level for Year 2 children who are struggling with decoding

**PROGRESS**
- 72 KS1 levelled readers tailor-made for KS2 children who are struggling with reading

**EBOOKS**
- Over 300 interactive KS1 and Progress eBooks on Collins Connect

**DIGITAL**

**2 Phonics Teacher Handbooks**
Full support for integrating Collins Big Cat for Letters and Sounds into your phonic teaching

**6 Guided Reading Handbooks**
Targeted guided reading lesson plans and activities to boost comprehension, inference and vocabulary

**1 Progress Handbook**
Practical planning and teaching guidance to boost struggling readers

**KS1 & KS2 Reading Assessment Tool**
The most thorough and accurate way of assessing reading using miscue analysis